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The ventricle is a strongly anisotropic three-dimensional excitable medium. Waves of electrical a
tivity propagate faster parallel to the long axis of the muscle fibers. Moreover, this axis rotates intram
rally across the ventricular wall. It is demonstrated that this rotating anisotropy can cause a transmu
scroll vortex filament to spontaneously decay into wave turbulence above a minimum wall thickne
comparable to the one necessary to sustain ventricular fibrillation. Moreover, the instability that pro
duces this decay is shown to be associated with the propagation of localized twist-induced disturban
along the filament. [S0031-9007(98)06591-0]

PACS numbers: 87.22.Jb, 47.27.–i, 47.54.+r
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Over the last decade spiral and scroll waves of elect
cal activity in cardiac tissue have become a major focus
research because of their central role in arrhythmogene
[1]. They are life threatening because they act as hig
frequency sources of waves that can produce tachycard
an abnormally rapid contraction rhythm no longer con
trolled by the heart’s natural pacemaker. Once initiated
a healthy tissue, ventricular tachycardia (VT) usually de
cays in a few seconds into ventricular fibrillation (VF), a
more spatiotemporally disorganized electrical activity tha
destroys the main pumping function of the muscle an
leads to sudden cardiac death.

One central question [2], still actively debated [3]
is whether the wave instability that causes VF is tw
or three dimensional in nature. A number of wall
thinning experiments [4–6] indicate that a minimum
ventricular wall thickness is required to induce VF. In
these experiments, a finite thickness of ventricular tiss
is destroyed. VT is then induced electrically in the
surviving thinner tissue by a premature stimulus. If th
thickness of spared tissue is more than about 3–4 m
VT decays into VF, while if it is less, VT is sustained.

By now, a number of simulations of various reaction
diffusion models have shown that both transient [7] an
sustained [8] “VF-like” spiral wave turbulence can be in
duced in a 2D excitable medium by various wave breaku
mechanisms. These mechanisms, however, do not as s
explain the aforementioned results of the wall-thinnin
experiments where the three dimensionality of the tiss
seems to play a crucial role. This paradoxical situation h
recently led Winfree to hypothesize [2] that some vorte
filament instability may be involved in VF, but the origin
of such instability has so far remained unclear. Panfilo
and Hogeweg have found that scroll breakup can occ
in 3D [9], also by a plane wave instability mechanism, i
a parameter range of a modified FitzHugh-Nagumo (FN
model where spiral breakup is absent in 2D. This parame
range, however, is extremely narrow and therefore unlike
to be germane to most experiments. Biktashevet al. have
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shown that vortex filaments can become unstable due
negative filament tension [10]. The tension, however,
generally only negative for a weakly excitable tissue, clo
to the margin of propagation failure. While ischemic tiss
(i.e., with a reduced blood supply) can become weakly e
citable, normal myocardium is typically highly excitable
Finally, Panfilov and Keener [11] have shown that scr
breakup can occur in 3D due to fiber rotation. Howev
breakup in their model only occurred on a very coarse l
tice with a spacing of about 1 mm between layers, a
was suppressed by refining the mesh. Aside from mac
scopic inhomogeneities, discrete effects are expected t
on a much finer scale of the cell size (,100 mm). Because
the width of the excitation wave front (i.e., wave speed3

rise time of excitation) is comparatively about 1 ord
of magnitude larger (,1 mm), wave propagation in myo-
cardium has been traditionally modeled by continuu
equations. Therefore, it remains uncertain to what ext
instabilities tied to a coarse discretization are relevant.

In this Letter, we model myocardium as a continuo
excitable medium with a rotating anisotropy. We sho
that this anisotropy can destabilize vortex filaments a
produce a transition to wave turbulence characteristic
VF above a minimum wall thickness and fiber rotatio
rate. We pinpoint the nature of this instability by ex
amining the spatiotemporal dynamics of twist along t
filament. We find that it differs from the twist-induce
helical instability of scroll filaments in an isotropic medium
(sproing) [12], where the twist is uniformly distribute
along the filament. In contrast, here, twist is concentra
in pulselike entities, referred to hereafter as twistons, wh
propagate along the filament and produce a complex s
tiotemporal vortex dynamics. We simulate the standa
continuous cable equations

≠tV  ≠xi sDij≠xj V d 2 IionyCm , (1)

in an idealized parallelepipedal slab of ventricular tiss
of wall thickness, L, parametrized by the Cartesia
© 1998 The American Physical Society 481
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coordinatessx1, x2, x3d where we have assumed sum
mation over the repeated indicesi and j. V is the
transmembrane potential in mV,Iion is the total ionic
current flowing through the membrane inmAycm2, Cm

is the membrane capacitance set equal to1 mFycm2, and
time is in units of msec. The muscle fibers are assum
to be parallel in eachx1-x2 sheet. Furthermore, the angle
between the fiber axis and thex1 axis in each sheet, defined
by usx3d  2Duy2 1 x3 sDuyLd, is assumed to rotate
continuously between the two surfaces of the slab (x3  0
andx3  L) by a total angleDu. The nonzero elements
of the anisotropic diffusion tensor are given accordingl
by D11  Dk cs2 1 D'1 sn2, D22  Dk sn2 1 D'1 cs2,
D12  D21  sDk 2 D'1dcs sn, D33  D'2, where
cs ; cosusx3d and sn; sinusx3d. The diffusion con-
stants corresponding to in-plane propagation paral
and perpendicular to the fiber, and transmurally, a
chosen asDk  1 cm2ysec, D'1  0.2 cm2ysec, and
D'2  0.2 cm2ysec, respectively. We consider the sla
to be electrically insulated and impose accordingly th
niDij≠xj

V  0 on each face of the slab whereni  6x̂i

(i  1, 2, 3) is the normal to each face.
We base our study on a simplified three-variable (3V

ionic model of ventricular action potential developed in
Ref. [13]. This model reproduces relatively faithfully the
one-dimensional pulse dynamics and complex spiral wa
behavior of higher order ionic models while remaining
computationaly tractable in 3D. The parameters of th
model are chosen here to mimic the membrane dynam
of the Beeler-Reuter model [14], modified to have
faster calcium kinetics (and referred to as MBR in
[13]). This calcium speedup was introduced previous
by Courtemanche and Winfree [7] and shown to suppre
spiral wave breakup present in the original Beeler-Reut
equations. The membrane current,Iion, of the 3V model,
is written as the sum,Iion  Ifi 1 Iso 1 Isi, of a fast
inward (Na) current,Ifi, a slow outward (K) current,Iso,
and a slow inward (Ca) current,Isi, defined by

IfisV ; hd  20.04 hs15 2 V d sV 1 72dp , (2)

IsosV d  sV 1 85d s1 2 pdy8.3 1 2p , (3)

IsisV ; fd  2s1 1 tanhf0.1V gdfy0.897 , (4)

whereh andf are gate variables that govern the activatio
and inactivation ofIfi andIsi, respectively. Their kinetics
are given by

≠th  s1 2 pd s1 2 hdyf1000q 1 19.2s1 2 qdg

2 0.3ph , (5)

≠tf  s1 2 pd s1 2 fdy11 2 pfy667 , (6)

where p and q are Heaviside step functions defined b
p  1 (p  0) for V $ 272 (V , 272), and q  1
(q  0) for V $ 279.5 (V , 279.5).

We use as initial condition a transmural filamen
parallel to thex3 axis obtained by stacking spiral waves
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obtained from an independent 2D simulation. The insta
taneous filament position, defined here byRss, td, where
s is the arclength along the filament, is tracked intramu
rally by calculating the intersection line of the isopotentia
surfaceV  235 mV and the surface≠tV  0. We also
calculate the twist

W ss, td  f≠sNss, td 3 Nss, tdg ? tss, td , (7)

which measures the rate of angular rotation of the wa
front per unit arclengths along the filament, where
N  =Vyj=V j is the unit vector locally perpendicu-
lar to the tangent to the filament defined bytss, td ;
≠sRss, tdyj≠sRss, tdj. Finally, we use an efficient semi-
implicit algorithm to time step Eqs. (1), (5), and (6)
which is described in [13]. This allows us to use si
multaneously a fine enough lattice spacing, hereDxi 
0.031 cm (i  1, 2, 3), to approach reasonably the contin
uum limit of the cable equations, and a large enough tim
step,Dt  0.25 msec, to simulate a few seconds of reen
try on a cubic lattice of dimension200 3 200 3 LyDx3.
Our results remain about 95% accurate withDx twice
smaller.

We varyL between 1 and 10 mm for several differen
fiber rotation rates,Fr ; DuyL  0, 6, 12, 20, and
30±ymm. The case of zero fiber rotation (Fr  0) is
equivalent to propagation in an isotropic medium afte
rescaling of the axis perpendicular to the fiber directio
by a factor of sD'1yDkd1y2. In this case, we find
that, even if slightly perturbed, the filament relaxes t
being parallel to thex3 axis and untwisted. This is to
be expected here becauseL is smaller than the spiral
core sizeø2 3 cm. In contrast, with fiber rotation the
filament becomes progressively more wiggly and twiste
intramurally with increasingL. For Fr  6±ymm, the
dynamics remains dominated by the original transmur
filament up toL  1 cm. In contrast, forFr $ 12±ymm,
there is a minimum wall thicknessLmin above which the
intramural wiggling (Fig. 1) becomes sufficient to caus
a transition to a turbulent state characterized by a lar
average number of chaotically moving filaments (Fig. 2
This minimum is about 4–6 mm for aFr  12±ymm,
which is roughly in agreement with the results of the left
ventricular wall-thinning experiments, and 3–4 mm fo
Fr  30±ymm. Therefore we find that vortex turbulence
requires both a minimumFr in the range of6 12±ymm,
and a minimum wall thickness that only weakly decreas
with increasingFr . Since the total angle of fiber rotation
is approximately constant, this minimumFr implies that
a ventricle with a sufficiently thick wall (2–3 cm and
above) would not fibrillate by this instability.

The initial decay into turbulence is initiated by the
intramural elongation and curving of the filament tha
makes it collide with either boundaries of the muscl
(i.e., the epicardium or endocardium). A typical collision
which is illustrated in Fig. 1, cuts the original filamen
into two segments, one that remains transmural and t
other corresponding to a half vortex ring attached to th
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FIG. 1. Side (a)–(d) and bottom (a’)–(d’) perspectives of th
filament shown att  195 [(a) and (a’)], 207 [(b) and (b’)],
220 [(c) and (c’)], and 232 [(d) and (d’)] msec forL  6.2 mm
and Fr  12±ymm. For visualization, the scale of thex3
axis is magnified 5 times and only part of the whole slab i
represented.

colliding surface (bottom right frame of Fig. 1). This
mechanism does not involve propagation failure, whic
has been commonly invoked to explain the formation o
new vortices, but only topological changes of the filamen
Subsequently, either the vortex ring contracts and on
the transmural filament survives until another collision
or it expands sufficiently to collide with the opposite
boundary (top two frames of Fig. 2). In the latter case
two additional transmural filaments are formed by thi
collision in addition to the original one. Once severa
filaments are formed, the decay into turbulence is the
further accelerated by additional processes. Vortex ring
can spontaneously form intramurally, or attached to on
boundary, by a traditional conduction block mechanism
In addition, separate filaments can join to form ye
more complex configurations. Therefore, three dynamic
regimes can be distinguished. First, forL smaller than
Lmin, the filament becomes progressively more wiggl
with increasingL, but the wiggles remain confined and
e
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FIG. 2. Continuing sequence of Fig. 1 showing perspectiv
of the whole slab fort  410 (a), 465 (b), 880 (c), and
1067 (d) msec. jWss, tdj is plotted along the filament with
a grey scale ranging from light grey (zero twist) to blac
(50±ymm).

collisions do not occur. Second, in the weakly turbule
regime whereL is comparable toLmin, half rings are
sporadically created by the collision process of Fig. 1 b
they vanish systematically. Third, in the fully develope
turbulence regime forL greater thanLmin half vortex
rings expand sufficiently frequently to produce addition
transmural filaments. After that, the number of filamen
increases during a transient of about 1 sec, and th
fluctuates around some large average number.

Figures 1 and 3 illustrate the nature of the twist th
produces the filament instability. In Fig. 1, twist is rep
resented by plotting the vectorN  =Vyj=V j at equally
spaced points along the filament. It can be seen thatN
changes orientation rapidly only along a short, and hen
highly twisted, segment of the filament, which trave
transmurally along the filament. The propagative natu
of this instability is further illustrated in Fig. 3a where we
plot stroboscopically the twistW ss, td vs the arclengths
along the filament every 1.25 msec for about one avera
rotation period (ø200 msec) of the scroll wave. The land-
scape of this space-time plot is composed for the most p
of nearly flat valleys or gently rolling hills, of little twist
activity, and abrupt oblique ridges that mark the transm
ral propagation of twistons. The slope of the ridges
this plot indicate that twistons propagate at a wave spe
close toc'2, which isø20 cmysec. Figure 3a shows tha
twistons are typically created just below one surface of t
muscle (epicardium or endocardium) on average twice p
period, and vanish at the opposite surface, thereby unwi
ing the filament on a time scale,Lyc'2. It also reveals
that the rise in twist amplitude that creates twistons tak
place during the rapid pivot turn of the wave front aroun
small outward petals of the complex meandering traje
tory of the wave tip, on a time scaletpiv , 10 20 msec.
This rise occurs because fiber rotation causes this pivot t
to take place asynchronously in the different fiber shee
483
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FIG. 3. Plot of twist vs arclength along the filament fo
(a) the reduced three-variable ionic model withL  6.2 mm
and Fr  12±ymm, and (b) the standard FN model defined b
IionyCm  s23V 1 V 3 1 gd and≠tg  esV 2 dd, with L 
1 cm, Fr  12±ymm, e  0.012, d  21.1, Dxi  0.01 cm,
Dt  0.15 msec, and the filament defined as the intersectio
of the V  0 and ≠tV  0 surfaces. W ss, td is plotted vss
every 1.25 msec in (a) and1.5 msec in (b). The arrows in
(a) correspond to the times of the four frames in Fig. 1. Th
insets in (a) and (b) show the trajectories of the wave tip o
the top surface (solid line) and bottom surface (dashed line)
the same 200 msec time interval.

[13]. Since the meander path is composed of two ou
ward petals and two elongated arcs of conduction bloc
per average period, twistons are created twice per per
on average. Twistons can also form in a parameter ran
where meander would be absent in a 2D sheet because
rotating anisotropy can produce sharp pivot turns arou
curved sections of elliptical trajectories of the wave tip
and even induce meander [13]. The maximum magnitu
of twist along the filament is,50±ymm. This is consistent
with the expectation that this magnitude should be,py,,
wherep is the angle that the wave front rotates during
fast pivot turn around one petal, and, , 2 3 mm is the
typical width of a twiston. This width, in turn, is compar-
able to the thickness of the excitation wave front that is th
natural cutoff length scale below which any twist gradien
is rapidly smoothed out by diffusion.

Figure 3b is a similar spatiotemporal plot to Fig. 3a
but for the standard FN model. The similarity of the
landscapes in Figs. 3a and 3b demonstrates that twist
are a generic feature of vortex dynamics in an excitab
medium with a rotating anisotropy, and not unique to th
three-variable ionic model studied here. In the FN mode
we only observed the weaker turbulence characteriz
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by the transient creation of vortex rings. However, w
have not conducted a systematic study of this simpler,
physiologically less relevant, model. Therefore, it cann
be ruled out that a decay similar to Fig. 2 occurs for
higher threshold of wall thickness and/or fiber rotatio
rate, or different parameters of the model. We ha
also found that reducing (spatially uniformly) the tissu
excitability in the 3V model can suppress the decay in
turbulence [13] and that increasing the minimum acti
potential duration at short cycle length decreases
average number of filaments in the turbulent state.

It may be possible to search for experimental signatu
of twistons by measuring the voltage activity on oppos
surfaces of the ventricle. The rapid rotation of the wa
front on one surface should produce a breakthrough
activation on the opposite surface with a time del
,Lyc'2. This breakthrough, in turn, should consist o
a growing target pattern, caused by a curved segm
of filament moving towards the surface, followed by th
formation of two phase singularities after its collisio
[13]. Although breakthrough of activations are common
observed during VF, they have so far remained diffic
to interpret. The present results may provide a use
framework to understand their origin.
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